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Dedicated to the memory of A. Huhn 
1. Introduction. A well-known fact about congruence lattices of lattices is that 
they are distributive, and hence, relatively pseudocomplemented. It is natural to 
seek for a characterization of those lattices whose congruence lattices satisfy some 
identities formulated in terms of (relative) pseudocomplements. For example, one 
can try to find those lattices whose congruence lattices are Boolean (cf. G . BIRKHOFF 
[2; Problem 39]), Stonean, relative Stonean, respectively. (For algebras see T. 
KATRINAK a n d S. EL-ASSAR [17].) 
There are three solutions of Birkhoff's problem: T. TANAKA, P. CRAWLEY 
(cf. [17]), G . GRATZER and E . T. SCHMIDT [6] have characterized those lattices whose 
congruence lattices are Boolean. Lattices whose congruence lattices form Stone 
lattices have been characterized in T. KATRINAK [13]. In this note we answer a similar 
question: Characterize those lattices whose congruence lattices form relative Stone 
lattices. 
The solution will be presented in terms of weak projectivity (Section 3). In 
Section 4 we first investigate lattices of the form 2P. Then, as a consequence, we 
obtain an answer to the question formulated above for lattices L, with congruence 
lattices Con (L) isomorphic to some 2P. In the last section we prove that a distri-
butive lattice L has a relative Stone Con (Z-) if and only if Con (L) is Boolean. 
2. Preliminaries. Let Con (L) denote the lattice of all congruence relations on a 
lattice L with A and V, the smallest and the largest congruence relation, respectively. 
It is well known (cf. [2] or [5]) that Con (L) satisfies the infinite distributivity 
0 A V(<V i € / ) = V ( 0 A A F : ¿ 6 / ) 
for any 6, a ;€Con (L). It. follows that for any a, /J6Con (L) there exists a largest 
xCCon (L) (the relative pseudocomplement) such that «AIS /I . Clearly, R= 
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= V(5: a (Notation: T=a+jS.) Thus, Con (L) is a complete relatively 
pseudocomplemented lattice (or a complete Heyting algebra). 
A bounded lattice (L; v , A , 0, 1), henceforth simply L, is called pseudocom-
plemented (=PCL)if Lean be equipped with a unary operation * characterized by 
the property: 
a A x = 0 if and only if x ^ a*. 
A distributive PCL L is called a Stone lattice if 
x* V X** = 1 
for every x£L. Evidently, every Boolean lattice (algebra) is a Stone lattice, because 
a Boolean algebra is a distributive PCL satisfying the identities: and xVx* = 
= 1. A lattice L is said to be relative Stone if every interval of L is a Stone lattice. 
Every Heyting algebra is a PCL. In particular, the congruence lattice Con (L) 
of a lattice L is a (distributive) PCL, in which 
a* = a 
for every agCon (L). 
We shall use the notation ajb-^cjd for the weak projectivity of quotients 
(see [5]). All undefined terms as well as general lattice theoretic results may be found 
i n G . BIRKHOFF [2] o r G . GRATZER [5] o r in E . T. SCHMIDT [18]. 
3. The general case. We begin with some definitions. 
Def in i t ion . 1 ([16; Definition 2.1]). Let L be a lattice, 7t£Con (L) and 
a/b, u/v quotients of L. Then L is said to be n-almost weakly modular whenever 
a/b^u/v and u^v(n) imply the existence of a subquotient aJ^Qa/b with 
ax^bx(n) such that for every quotient r/s with r^s(n) and ajb^r/s there 
exists a quotient z/t with r/s-*z/t, ujv^z/t and z^t(n). (See Figure 1.) 
a,/bl g a/b - u/v 
>1s z/t 
Figure 1 
"Almost weakly modular" will mean "¿1-almost weakly modular". 
In [13; Definition 8] there is a slightly different definition of the notion of 
almost weak modularity: For any nontrivial quotients a/b, c/d, u/v of a lattice L 
satisfying a/b-*u/v, c/d^u/v there exists a nontrivial subquotient ajb^a/b such 
that for every aj^—r/s, r^s, there exists a nontrivial quotient z/t with r/s-^z/t 
and c/d^z/t. (See Figure 2.) 
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Lemma 1. Every almost weakly modular lattice is almost weakly modular in 
the sense of[ 13, Definition 8], and vice versa. 
The proof is straightforward. 
Def in i t i on 2. Let L be a lattice and 6, n£Con (L). Then 0 is said to be 
it-weakly separable if n^d and for any a~=b in L there exists a chain a=z0^z1^ 
such that for each i either 
(i) zi+jzi~*u/v and u=v(8) imply u=v(n) or 
(ii) for every subquotient r/sQzi+1/zi with r^s(n) there exists a quotient 
u/v satisfying r/s^-u/v, u=v(6) and u^v(n). 
"Weakly separable" means -weakly separable". 
It is easy to verify that every weakly modular lattice is almost weakly modular 
(cf. [5], [6]). Similarly, every separable congruence relation of a weakly modular 
lattice is almost separable (cf. [6] and [16]). 
Using Lemma 1 we can reformulate a result from [13]. 
Th eorem 1 ([13; Theorem 4]). Let L be a lattice. Then Con (Z.) is a Stone 
lattice if and only if 
(i) L is almost weakly modular and 
(ii) every congruence relation of L is weakly Separable. 
Lemma 2. Let L be a lattice and re £ Con (L). Then L is n-almost weakly 
modular if and only if the factor lattice Lin is almost weakly modular. 
Proof . Suppose that L is 7i-almost weakly modular. Take a/E^u/v and 
ut±v in LI ii. Then there exist ad a, b£B, u£u and v£v such that a>b, u>v and 
a/b^u/v, u^v(n) in L. Moreover, there exists a subquotient ajbx Qa/b with 
a^b^n) having the properties described in Definition 1. Clearly a-Jb1 is a sub-
quotient of a/5 if «!=[£]] 7t and Ex—[¿J it. Now, as aj^ r/s in L/n, there exists 
a quotient r/s in L with s£s, aJb-L—r/s and r^s(n). Eventually, there exists 
a quotient z/t in L such that z^t(n), r/s-*z/t and u/v-*z/t. Clearly, r/s—z/i 
and u/v^z/t in L/n. 
The converse statement can be established in the same manner. 
The following lemma can be verified in the same way as Lemma 2. 
6» 
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Lemma 3. Let L be a lattice and n, 0£Con (L). Let nS6. Then 6 is 
n-weakly separable if and only if 6/n is a weakly separable congruence relation of Lin. 
Lemma 4. Let L be a bounded distributive lattice. Then L is a relative Stone 
lattice if and only if for every a£L (L = [0, 1]) the interval [a, 1] is a Stone lattice. 
Proof . The statement follows from the following observation: [0, a] is a Stone 
lattice for every a£L whenever L is a Stone lattice. Really, x+=x* A a is the 
pseudocomplement of a] in [0, a]. Therefore, x++ =(x* A a)* A a—x** A a. 
Now, x+ v x + + =(x* v x**) A a—a, and the proof is complete. 
T h e o r e m 2. Let L be a lattice. Then Con (L) is a relative Stone lattice if 
and only if for every 7i£Con (L) 
(i) L is n-almost weakly modular and 
(ii) every congruence relation 6 of L is n-weakly separable. 
Proof . Owing to Lemma 4, Con (L) is a relative Stone lattice if and only if 
Con (L/n) is a Stone lattice for every 7i£Con (L). The rest of the proof follows 
from Theorem 1 and Lemmas 2, 3. 
7r-almost weak modularity is a rather complicated condition. It can be some-
what simplified for semi-discrete lattices. This will be done in the next section. 
4. Congruence lattices of the form 2P. We shall start with some results on lattices 
of the form 2P. There are several characterizations of 2P (see [2] and [8]). 
Let P be a poset. 2P denotes the lattice of all isotone functions defined on P 
with values in the chain 2 of two elements, where ( / v g ) (x)=f(x) vg(x), ( f Ag)(x) = 
=f(x) Ag(x) for any f,g£2p and every x£P. 
Again, if P is a poset, then a subset Q of P is said to be decreasing (increasing) 
if xdQ, y^x in P (x£Q, y^x in P) imply y€Q. d(P) will denote the set of 
all decreasing subsets of P. d(P) is a complete lattice in which the complete join 
and meet coincide with the set-theoretical join and meet. Dually, i(P) will denote 
the set of all increasing subsets of P, which is a complete lattice with respect to the 
set-theoretical join and meet. 
P denotes the dual poset of P. If UQP then [£/) = {*£.?: x^y for some y£ U}. 
Dually we define (£/]. Clearly, [U)£i(P), (U]£d(P), P-(U]£i(P) and P-
~[U)£d(P). (Here " —" denotes the set-theoretical difference. 0 is the void set.) 
We get immediately from the definitions: 
Lemma 5. Let P be a poset. Then 
(i) d(P) a i(P) = i(P); 
(ii) 2P - /(P). 
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T h e o r e m 3. Let P be a poset. Then i(P) is a double Heyting algebra, i.e., 
i(P) is relatively pseudocomplemented and dually relatively pseudoeomplemented. 
More precisely, for U,V£i(P) we have: 
(i) u*V = P-(U-V] (see also [14; 2.1]); 
(ii) U* = UJ = P-(U]; 
(iii) U+V = [V—U) ( = the dual relative pseudocomplement). 
P roof . The first part of the statement follows from the fact that i(P) is iso-
morphic to a complete sublattice of an atomic complete Boolean algebra (see [8; 
Theorem 3]). We shall prove (i). Evidently, 
Ur\(P-(U-V]) g UC\V g V. 
Conversely, assume UC\W^LV for some WfJ(P). Suppose to the contrary that 
(l/-V]r\JV^0. Then there exists t£(U-V]C\W. Hence, there exists x^t with 
xtU-V. Clearly x£W. Therefore, 
x<i(U-V)C\W g Unw g V, 
a contradiction. Thus, 1VQP—(U— V] and (i) is established. 
(ii) follows immediately from (i). (iii) can be proven in a similar way as (i). 
C o r o l l a r y 1. Let P be a poset, U,V£d(P). Then UifV=P-[U-V) and 
U+V=(V-U]. 
C o r o l l a r y 2. Let f,g£2p. Then 
(i) (f¥g)(x)=0 if and only if there exists y^x such that f ( y ) = \ and g (y )=0 ; 
(ii) (f+g)(x) = 1 if and only if there exists y^x such that f(y)=0 and g(y) = 1. 
How can the lattices 2P be related to congruence lattices? This can be found 
in [6] and [8]: 
Let Q be the set of all prime quotients of the lattice L. The elements of Q are 
denoted by p, q, r. If p—a/b, q=c/d are prime quotients and alb-^c/d, then we 
write p-+q. The elements of Q under the relation — are quasiordered. Define the 
r e l a t i o n b y p~q if and only if p-*q and q-*p. Then P = g / ~ is partially 
ordered. 
If in L all bounded chains are finite then we speak of a discrete lattice. Further, 
if in L between all comparable pairs of elements there exists a finite maximal chain, 
then we call L semi-discrete. 
Lemma 6 ([6; Lemma 19? Theorem 13]). For any lattice L, there exists a 
poset P such that 2P is a complete homomorphic image of Con (L). If L is Semi-
discrete then Con(L)=2 p . 
Lemma 7 ([8; Theorem 2]). Let P be a poset. Then there exists a section 
complemented locally finite lattice L Such that Con (jL) = 2p. . .. 
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Now we can present the first result. 
T h e o r e m 4. Let P be a poset. Then 2p is a Stone lattice if and only if u^a 
and u^b in P imply the existence of an element s£P such that a^s and b^s. 
Proof . Assume that 2P is a Stone lattice. Therefore, i(P) is a Stone lattice 
(Lemma 5). Take elements u,a,b£P with u^a and « S i . Suppose to the con-
trary that there is no s£P such that a ^ s and b ^ s . Take [a)G'(P)- Therefore, 
[a)* = P - ( [ a ) ] and [«)** = P-([<0*] 
by Theorem 3. Since i(P) is a Stone lattice, we have 
[a)* U [a)** = P. 
On the other hand, by the hypothesis, u£[a)* and b£[af. Since b£[a)*, we 
get u§[a)**, a contradiction. Thus [a)D[b)^@. 
Conversely, suppose that the stated condition holds. Consider U£i{P). There-
fore, 
u*u U** = ( P - ( t f ] ) U ( P - ( t / * ] ) . 
Suppose to the contrary that t / * U t / * V P . Then there exists u£P-(U*l)U**). 
Therefore, u£(t/]n(£/*]. There exist a£U and b£U* such that u^a and a s i . 
By the hypothesis 
a S s and b ^ s for some s£P. 
Therefore, s£Ur\U*=&, a contradiction. Thus, U*UU**=P and i(P) is a Stone 
lattice. 
Co ro l l a ry ([13; Corollary to Theorem 4]). Let L be a semi-discrete lattice. 
Then Con (L) is a Stone lattice if and only if for any prime quotients p, q,r of L 
satisfying p-*q and p-*r there exists a prime quotient s of L such that q->-s 




T h e o r e m 5. Let P be a poset. Then 2P is a relative Stone lattice if and only 
if u^a and u^b in P imply a^b or bsa, i.e., for every u£P, [«) is a chain. 
Proof . Assume that 2P is a relative Stone lattice. This means by Lemma 5 
that i(P) is a relative Stone lattice. Take elements u, a, b£P with t /Sa and u^b. 
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Consider [a), [b)ei(P) in the interval [[a)D[6), P] of i(P). Let [a)+ denote the 
pseudocomplement of [a) in this interval. Evidently, 
[0)n[fc)g[&)g[a)+, [a)n[b)g[a)g[a)++. 
By the hypothesis [a)+ U[a)+ + =P. Suppose to the contrary that the elements a 
and b are incomparable. Therefore, 
Clearly, m€[o)+ or w£[a)+ + . But w£[a)+ implies a£[a)+, as u^a. Hence, 
a contradiction. Therefore, u£[a)++. It follows that b£[a)++, as «sf i , Hence, 
bi[a)+n[a)++= [a)n[b)^[b), 
a contradiction. Thus, the elements a and b are comparable. 
Conversely, let [w) be a chain for every u£P. According to Lemma 4 it is 
enough to show that for every U£i(P) the interval [U, P] forms a Stone lattice. 
Take V£[U, P]. Consider the pseudocomplements F t and V++ of V and V+ 
in [U, i>], respectively. It is easy to verify that 
V+^V^U and V++ = V+tU~=(?tU)tU. 
Assume to the contrary that V+ UV+ + ¿¿P. Then there exists u£P such that 
u$V+ and u$V++. This implies 
u£(V-U] and u£(y+-U], 
by Theorem 3. There exist a£V—U and b£V+ —U such that u^a and u^b. 
By the hypothesis a^b or b=a. Now, a^b yields 
b£Vr\V+ = U, 
which contradicts b$_U. The remaining case b^a implies again a£VC\V+ =U, 
which is impossible. Thus V+UV++ =P, and i(P) is a relative Stone lattice. 
Coro l la ry . Let L be a semi-discrete lattice. Then Con (L) is a relative Stone 
lattice if and only if for any prime quotients p, q of L satisfying p-~q and p -» r 
either q—r or r-»q holds. (See Figure 4.) 
P — 9 
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A bounded relative Stone lattice L can be considered as a Heyting algebra 
(L; v , A , + , 0, 1). More precisely, 
Lemma 8 ([15; 2.9 and 2.10]). Let L be a bounded distributive lattice. Then 
L is a relative Stone lattice if and only if L is a Heyting algebra satisfying the identity 
x+yvy*x = 1. 
Since the class of all Heyting algebras is equational, we see that the class of 
all bounded relative Stone lattices forms a variety. In [10] it has been shown that 
the lattice of all subvarieties of the variety of bounded relative Stone lattices is iso-
morphic to the chain of type co +1. In addition, a Heyting algebra L belongs to 
the n-th (n^2) subvariety of the variety of all relative Stone lattices if and only if 
it satisfies the identity 
(£„) (*i**2) v (x2+x3) v ... v (x„*xn+1) = 1. 
Note that the subvariety satisfying (E2) is exactly the class of all Boolean alge-
bras. 
Theorem 6. Let P be a poset. Then 2P satisfies the identity (En) for n ^ 2 
if and only if 
(i) 2p is a relative Stone lattice and 
(ii) any chain of P possesses at most n — 1 elements. 
Proof . Assume that 2P satisfies the identity (En). Set x = x 1 = x 3 = . . . and 
y=y2=... in (£„). It follows that 1 is true, and (i) is established (Lemma 
8). Now, suppose to the contrary that P contains an «-element chain 
Xj < ... Xn. 
In i(P) we get the following («+l)-element chain 
=) [x2) 3 . . . 3 [ x j ZD 0. 
Using Theorem 3 we obtain 
[ * № + i ) = M [ * i ) - t a + i ) ] , [*„)*0 = M M -
Clearly, XjC^X;)—[xi+1)] and XjC^xJ] for every /=1, . . . ,« — 1. Therefore, 
*i$ lxX[x2) U [x2)Jx3) U... U [x„)+0 = P, 
which is impossible. Thus, (i) is true. 
Conversely, assume (i) and (ii). Take ..., U„+i£i{P). We shall investigate 
W=UuU2U...UUntUn+1 in i(P). By Theorem 3, 
W = (P-iUi-U2]){J...U(P-(Un-Un+1]) = P-((U1-Ujn...n(Un-Un+1]). 
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Assume to the contrary that W ^ P . Then there exists 
a e c c / x - t f j n . . . n ( E / „ - t / n + 1 ] . 
It follows that there exist xt£Ut — Ui+1 with a^x{ for all /=1, ..., n. By (i) and 
Theorem 5 {a, xlt ..., xn} is a chain. We claim that 
a ^ x1 -c x2 <... < xn. 
Indeed, —i/ i+i means x£Ui and x^Ui+1. Since xt, xi+1 are comparable 
elements, xt$.Ui+i, x i + 1 €t / i + 1 and Ui+1 is increasing, we see that for 
every /=1 , . . . , « , as claimed. But ...<x„ is an «-element chain, which contra-
dicts (ii). Thus i(P) satisfies (E„) and the proof is complete. 
Coro l l a ry 1 ([6], [8]). 2P is a Boolean algebra if and only if P is unordered. 
Proof . 2P is Boolean if and only if 2P satisfies (E t). 
Coro l l a ry 2 ([6], [11]). Let L be a semi-discrete lattice. Then Con (L) is a 
Boolean algebra if and only if for any prime quotients p, q of L, p-+q implies q^-p. 
Coro l l a ry 3. Let L be a semi-discrete lattice. Then Con (L) satisfies the 
identity (E„) for 2 if and only if Con (L) is a relative Stone lattice and for any 
prime quotients p, qt, ..., q„-t of L satisfying 
p — <7; for all / = 1, ...,«— 1 
either qt—p or q^qj and qj — q{ (i^j) holds for some *',./£ {1, ...,«— 1}. 
Remark . Lemma 7 and Theorems 4—6 enable us to construct lattices L with 
Con (L) a Stone lattice, a relative Stone lattice or a lattice satisfying (£„) for some 
« S 2, respectively. 
5. Congruence lattices of distributive lattices. We shall need the following two 
classical results. 
Lemma 9 ([7], [9]). To any distributive lattice L there exists a generalized 
Boolean algebra B having the properties: 
(i) L is a sublattice of B, 
(ii) Con (L) = Con (B), 
(iii) if the interval [a, b] of L is of finite length, then [a, b] has the same length 
as an interval of B. 
Lemma 10 ([9], [6]). Let L be a distributive lattice. Then Con (L) is a Boolean 
algebra if and only if L is discrete. 
The proof of the following statement is straightforward. 
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Lemma 11. Let H be a Heyting algebra, b£H. Then 
(i) ((x A FR)*0 A b)) A b = (x+y) A b, 
(II) ((¿]; V, A , —, 0, b) is a Heyting algebra if x-~y=(x^y)Ab, 
(III) the map <p: x>—x A b is an epimorphism between the Heyting algebras 
H and (b]. 
Theorem 7. Let L be a distributive lattice. Then Con (L) is a relative Stone 
lattice if and only if Con (L) is a Boolean algebra. 
Proof . Suppose that Con(£) is a relative Stone lattice. L finite yields that 
Con (L) is a Boolean algebra (Lemma 10). We can assume L infinite. We shall first 
investigate the case that L is a bounded lattice. Then by [7; Corollary 2 to Theorem 
2] the lattice B from Lemma 9 is a Boolean algebra. Since Con (Z,)s=Con (B), we 
conclude that every homomorphic image of the Boolean algebra B is complete 
(see Lemma 4 and [4; Theorem 4] or [12; Theorem 6]; or [1; Corollary 4 to Theorem 
2]). But this contradicts the following statement of PH. DWINGER [ 3 ] : Every infinite 
complete Boolean algebra has an incomplete homomorphic image. Thus, L infinite 
and bounded cannot occur. 
Now, suppose that L is infinite having no largest (smallest) element. Assume to 
the contrary that L is not discrete. There exists an interval [a, b] of L with an infinite 
chain. Consider the generalized Boolean algebra B satisfying Con (L)=Con (B) 
from Lemma 9. Denote by Bx the interval [0, b]=(b] of B. Clearly, Bx is an infinite 
Boolean algebra. Every congruence relation of B (B2) is uniquely determined by 
its kernel. Therefore, 
Con (B) ss 1(B) and C o n ^ ) = I(Bj), 
where 1(B) denotes the lattice of all ideals of B. Since B^I(B), we see that 7(BX) 
is isomorphic to the interval [(0], Bx] of 1(B). Now we can apply Lemma 11: I(Bt) 
is an epimorphic image of 1(B). 1(B) satisfies the identity 
x*yVy*x = 1 
(Lemma 8). Hence, /(Bj) also satisfies this identity. It follows again by Lemma 8 
that Con (Bt) is a relative Stone lattice. Therefore, Bx is an infinite Boolean algebra 
such that every homomorphic image of Bx is complete. But this is not true by the 
mentioned theorem of PH. DWINGER [ 3 ] . Thus, L is discrete. By Lemma 1 0 Con (L) 
is a Boolean algebra. 
The converse statement is trivial. 
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